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Chemical Ligation and Isotope Labeling to Locate Dynamic Effects
during Catalysis by Dihydrofolate Reductase**
Louis Y. P. Luk, J. Javier Ruiz-Perna, Aduragbemi S. Adesina, E. Joel Loveridge, IÇaki TuÇýn,*
Vincent Moliner,* and Rudolf K. Allemann*
Abstract: Chemical ligation has been used to alter motions in
specific regions of dihydrofolate reductase from E. coli and to
investigate the effects of localized motional changes on enzyme
catalysis. Two isotopic hybrids were prepared; one with the
mobile N-terminal segment containing heavy isotopes (2H, 13C,
15N) and the remainder of the protein with natural isotopic
abundance, and the other one with only the C-terminal segment
isotopically labeled. Kinetic investigations indicated that iso-
topic substitution of the N-terminal segment affected only
a physical step of catalysis, whereas the enzyme chemistry was
affected by protein motions from the C-terminal segment. QM/
MM studies support the idea that dynamic effects on catalysis
mostly originate from the C-terminal segment. The use of
isotope hybrids provides insights into the microscopic mech-
anism of dynamic coupling, which is difficult to obtain with
other studies, and helps define the dynamic networks of
intramolecular interactions central to enzyme catalysis.
The use of protein isotope labeling in enzyme kinetic studies
is perhaps the most direct approach to probe protein motional
coupling to catalysis.[1] When replacing non-exchangeable
atoms in an enzyme with their heavy counterparts (15N, 13C,
and 2H), protein fluctuations ranging from fs vibrations to ms
structural changes are slowed. However, the electrostatic
properties of the enzyme remain unperturbed as predicted by
the Born–Oppenheimer theory.[1a,b] Hence, protein motional
coupling to enzyme catalysis can be revealed as a reactivity
difference between an isotopically labeled “heavy” enzyme
and the natural-abundance “light” enzyme. Analyses of
different enzymology models by protein isotope labeling
have shown that protein environmental vibrations couple to
the chemical coordinate.[1a–h,j,k] However, the role of dynamic
effects in enzyme catalysis still remains unclear. It has been
suggested that “promoting vibrations” enhance enzyme-
catalyzed reactions by coupling to the transition state.[2]
Some of these studies have also proposed that dynamic
coupling might have been selected during evolution, and
maximizes the survival of the host. However, others have
strongly questioned the existence of such a beneficial cou-
pling and argued that the ability of an enzyme to sample an
ideal electrostatic configuration is the key to catalytic
efficiency.[3] This argument originates from the fact that the
microscopic mechanism involved in dynamic coupling has not
been solved.
Dihydrofolate reductase from Escherichia coli
(EcDHFR) has developed into a classical model in protein
dynamic studies.[1f–h,4] This enzyme catalyzes the formation of
tetrahydrofolate (H4F) by transfer of the pro-R hydride from
the C4 position of NADPH and a solvent proton to the C6
and N5 positions of dihydrofolate (H2F). In EcDHFR, the
M20 loop (residues 9–24) forms part of the active site, and its
different conformations are key to progression through the
catalytic cycle (Figure 1).[5] On binding of substrate and
cofactor, the M20 loop closes over the active site by forming
hydrogen bonds with the FG loop (residues 116–132)[5b] to
create an optimal electrostatic environment for hydride
transfer.[5b,6] Once the products have been formed, the M20
loop releases the nicotinamide ring of the oxidized cofactor
and occludes parts of the active site by forming alternative
hydrogen bonds with the GH loop (residues 142–149),[5b]
triggering exchange of NADP+ and NADPH. Finally, the
M20 loop resumes the closed conformation when the product
H4F is released.
[5b]
Certain residues within EcDHFR have been suggested to
dynamically couple to the reaction coordinate. Point muta-
tions of these residues reduced the hydride-transfer rate
constant significantly,[4d–f] and their thermal motions were
shown to correlate with one another.[4j, 7] The hydride-transfer
rate constant for EcDHFR was mildly altered upon protein
isotope labeling, thus providing evidence for the coupling of
protein motions to the reaction coordinate.[1g] These motions,
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however, do not modulate the barrier to hydrogen transfer, as
indicated by computational analysis; instead, they mildly
enhance the frequency of barrier recrossing, reducing the
frequency of successful transfers from reactants to pro-
ducts.[1g] Further protein isotope labeling studies of DHFRs
from the hyperthermophile Thermotoga maritima
(TmDHFR)[1i] and the thermophile Geobacillus stearother-
mophilus (BsDHFR)[1j] also showed the non-beneficial side of
dynamic effects and its minimization under physiological
conditions. However, dynamic coupling becomes enhanced in
certain scenarios.[1g,j,k] For instance, the catalytically compro-
mised variant EcDHFR-N23PP/S148A, which is less able to
adopt a favorable configuration for hydride transfer,[3b]
revealed enhanced dynamic coupling to the reaction on the
fs–ps timescale.[1h] Similarly, BsDHFR shows an increase in
dynamic coupling at low temperature.[1j] Furthermore,
dynamic coupling appears to exist in many enzymes under
or near physiological conditions, but the nature of this has not
been clearly revealed.[1a–e,g,h,j,k] To explain this paradoxical
phenomenon, the microscopic mechanism that causes
dynamic coupling needs to be solved. Hence, the region of
the enzyme whose motions couple to the transition state must
be identified.
Native chemical ligation allows the construction of func-
tional proteins by trans thioesterification reactions between
unprotected peptides (Figure 1).[8] Here, we report the first
use of this technique to localize dynamic effects in hydrogen
transfer reactions. EcDHFR derivatives that were isotopically
labeled in the N-terminal (residues 1–28; NT-EcDHFR) and
C-terminal (residues 29–159; CT-EcDHFR) segments were
constructed. NT-EcDHFR carries heavy isotopes (15N, 13C,
and non-exchangeable 2H) in the bA strand and the active-
site M20 loop, whereas CT-EcDHFR possesses heavy iso-
topes only in the C-terminal portions of the enzyme including
the FG and GH loops. Investigation of “heavy” NT-EcDHFR
and CT-EcDHFR located the regions of the enzyme respon-
sible for dynamic coupling on the ms and fs–ps timescales.
Ala29 was changed to a cysteine residue to facilitate the
chemical ligation, and the effect of this mutation was first
analyzed. The 1H–15N HSQC NMR spectroscopic and kinetic
characterization of wild-type EcDHFR and its A29C variant
showed that the structural and catalytic properties were not
affected by the point mutation (Table 1; see also the
Supporting Information, Figure S1 and Table S1). Hence,
chemical ligation was used to synthesize EcDHFR-A29C
isotopic hybrids. An N-terminal thioester peptide comprising
residues 1–28 was generated in an intein-mediated approach,
whereas the C-terminal cysteine peptide (residues 29–159)
was produced with a hexahistidine tag using methods from
a published semisynthesis of EcDHFR.[9] Ligation of the
purified peptides and subsequent refolding yielded “light”
(isotopes of natural abundance) ligated EcDHFR. “Heavy”
peptides were prepared in minimal medium containing
isotopically labeled ingredients. Ligation of the heavy N-
terminal peptide with the natural-abundance C-terminal
peptide yielded NT-EcDHFR, whereas CT-EcDHFR was
obtained through chemical ligation of the natural-abundance
N-terminal peptide with the isotopically substituted C-
terminal peptide. Mass spectrometry showed that the purified
EcDHFR derivatives were of the expected masses (Figur-
es S2–S4). After purification in buffers made of 1H2O, NT-
EcDHFR and CT-EcDHFR showed molecular mass
increases of 1.8% and 8.9%, respectively, indicating that
> 99.8% of the 14N, 12C, and non-exchangeable 1H atoms had
been replaced by their heavier isotopes in both proteins.
The circular dichroism (CD) spectra of ligated EcDHFR,
NT-EcDHFR, and CT-EcDHFR revealed only minor differ-
Figure 1. A) Synthetic scheme for EcDHFR by chemical ligation. The
N-terminal thioester peptide (red) and C-terminal cysteine peptide
(blue) are composed of residues 1–28 and residues 29–159, respec-
tively. The M20, FG, and GH loops are indicated. B) Cartoon represen-
tations of the X-ray crystal structures of EcDHFR in the closed (PDB
No. 1RX2) and occluded (PDB No. 1RX4) conformations.[5b] The M20,
FG, and GH loops are highlighted in green (closed) and purple
(occluded). The ligands NADP+ and folate in the closed complex are
shown.
Table 1: Kinetic parameters for the EcDHFR-catalyzed hydride transfer reactions at 25 8C.
Enzymes EA
[kcalmol¢1]
DEA
[kcalmol¢1]
DS
[calmol¢1K¢1]
DDS
[calmol¢1K¢1]
DH
[kcalmol¢1]
DDH
[kcalmol¢1]
DG
[kcalmol¢1]
Light WT EcDHFR[a] 7.30.2 ¢261 6.70.3 14.41.5
Light EcDHFR-A29C 7.30.3 ¢251 6.80.3 14.31.5
Heavy WT EcDHFR[a] 6.00.3 1.30.4 ¢302 42 5.40.6 1.30.7 14.42.5
Light, chemically ligated EcDHFR 8.30.3 ¢221 7.80.3 14.31.3
NT-EcDHFR 8.40.2 ¢0.10.4 ¢222 02 7.80.6 0.00.7 14.31.9
CT-EcDHFR 7.00.4 1.30.5 ¢272 52 6.50.8 1.30.9 14.33.5
[a] Data from Ref. [1g]. WT=wild type.
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ences to the spectrum of the wild-type enzyme, suggesting
that the secondary structural organization of EcDHFR is not
sensitive to the modifications made for expressed protein
ligation or to isotope substitution (Figure S5), an observation
that is in agreement with previous CD analyses of completely
isotopically substituted EcDHFR.[1f,g] However, thermal
unfolding and binding kinetic investigations had shown that
heavy isotope substitution can alter the ground-state con-
formational ensemble and ligand interactions of EcDHFR.[1f]
Michaelis constants (KM) of ligated EcDHFR for NADPH
and H2F were 7.6 2.4 and 0.4 0.1 mm (Table S2) at pH 7,
similar to those of the wild-type enzyme (4.8 1.0 and 0.7
0.2 mm, respectively).[10] The KM values for the isotopic
hybrids were also similar to those of wild-type EcDHFR
(Table S1), with the exception of theKM value for NADPH at
pH 7.0, which was reduced by a factor of approximately three
for NT-EcDHFR, suggesting a small segment isotope effect
on cofactor binding.
The effect of segment isotopic substitution on catalytic
turnover was investigated by determining steady-state turn-
over rate constants (kcat) at pH 7.0, where product release is
mostly rate-limiting[10] (Figure 2, Figure S6, and Table S3). At
20 8C, the kcat value for unlabeled, ligated EcDHFR was 9.1
0.3 s¢1, which is in good agreement with that measured for the
wild-type enzyme (8.5 1.2 s¢1).[10] The turnover rate con-
stant for NT-EcDHFR (kcat
NT) was similar to that of unlabeled
ligated EcDHFR (kcat
LE) at low temperatures, but began to
differ with increasing temperature. At 40 8C, the N-terminal
kinetic isotope effect (KIEcat
NT= kcat
LE/kcat
NT) was 1.16 0.05.
The behavior of KIEcat
NTwas therefore similar to that of the
enzyme kinetic isotope effect (KIEcat= k
LE/kHE) reported
previously for fully labeled wild-type EcDHFR,[1 g] and
consistent with conformational changes in the N-terminal
peptide during turnover.[5, 10] In contrast, the maximum C-
terminal kinetic isotope effect (KIEcat
CT=kcat
LE/kcat
CT) was
1.04 0.02 at 40 8C. This is similar to the KIEcat measured for
DHFRs that lack significant conformational changes during
catalysis.[1h,i, 4l, 11]
These results demonstrate that segmental heavy-isotope
labeling can be used to localize effects of protein motions on
enzyme catalysis. The observation that KIEcat
NT is temper-
ature-dependent and accounts for almost the entire KIEcat of
EcDHFR whereas KIEcat
CT is close to unity indicates that
residues 1–28 undergo substantial movement during the
catalytic turnover. X-ray crystallographic studies of
EcDHFR previously demonstrated that a substantial move-
ment of the M20 loop (residues 9–24) is required for product
release, whereas only a minor rearrangement is seen in the
FG loop in the C-terminal segment and other regions of the
enzyme (Figure 1).[10] Solution NMR measurements revealed
that various regions of the enzyme in the product complex
show conformational motions on the same timescale as
product release.[10] Although a contribution from other
regions of the enzyme may be possible, our results confirm
that motions of the M20 loop are dominant in limiting kcat.
These results therefore show that segment isotope labeling is
able to pinpoint regions of the enzyme whose motions on the
ms timescale are involved in the rate-limiting physical step of
catalysis.
Having demonstrated the utility of our method in locating
motional effects in EcDHFR, we performed pre-steady-state
stopped-flow kinetic measurements at pH 7.0 to localize the
origin of the fast motions that couple to the chemical step of
the catalytic cycle, hydride transfer from NADPH to pre-
dominately protonated H2F. The hydride-transfer rate con-
stants for unlabeled, ligated EcDHFR (kH
LE), which carries
a hexahistidine tag, are slightly lower than those of the wild-
type, untagged enzyme and its A29C variant (Tables S1 and
S4). However, the primary H/D KIE on the reaction was
largely unaffected by the presence of the hexahistidine tag
(Table S5), which was therefore not removed.[12] The hydride-
transfer rate constants for NT-EcDHFR (kH
NT) were identical
to those measured for unlabeled, ligated EcDHFR giving
a KIEH
NT (kH
LE/kH
NT) value close to unity at all temperatures
(Figure S6 and Table S4). In contrast, measurable reactivity
differences for CT-EcDHFR were observed, with an isotope
effect KIEH
CT (kH
LE/kH
CT) that increases from 0.90 0.02 at
5 8C to 1.13 0.08 at 35 8C. Both the magnitude and temper-
ature dependence of KIEH
CT were similar to those of the
enzyme KIE measured for fully labeled wild-type
EcDHFR.[1g] Indeed, the difference in the activation energies
Figure 2. Enzyme and segment kinetic isotope effects measured at
pH 7.0 for fully labeled EcDHFR (black),[1g] NT-EcDHFR (red), and CT-
EcDHFR (blue) under steady-state (A) and single-turnover, pre-steady-
state (B) conditions. C) Theoretical isotope effects calculated from the
recrossing coefficients.
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between the light, chemically ligated enzyme and CT-
EcDHFR is statistically identical to that between the light
and heavy wild-type enzymes (Table 1). In contrast, this
parameter is not affected by labeling the N-terminal segment
of the chemically ligated enzyme. These observations provide
strong evidence for dynamic coupling of the C-terminal
region of EcDHFR to the chemical coordinate at pH 7.0; no
evidence for such a coupling to the first 28 amino acid
residues was found.
Previously, hydride-transfer rate constants of isotopically
substituted DHFRs were estimated in the framework of
transition state theory (TST), which includes a temperature-
dependent transmission coefficient to account for tunneling
contributions and dynamic effects:[13]
kH;theor Tð Þ ¼ g T; xð Þk Tð Þ
kBT
h
e¢
DGQC
act
T;xð Þ
RT
¨ ¦
ð1Þ
where R is the ideal gas constant, T the temperature, kB the
Boltzmann constant, and h Planck’s constant, DGQCact is the
quasiclassical activation free energy, k(T) the tunneling
coefficient that accounts for reactive trajectories not reaching
the classical threshold energy, and g(T,x) is the recrossing
transmission coefficient that includes the trajectories that
recross the dividing surface from the product back to the
reactant. Several lines of evidence indicated that deuterium
substitution does not alter the electrostatic properties of the
active site and consequently the activation free energy,[1a,b,g]
and that protein isotope labeling does not alter the tunneling
coefficient despite the smaller size of a fully deuterated
protein.[1g,h,j] However, the recrossing trajectories were
changed upon protein isotope labeling, thus giving a subtle
difference in the hydride-transfer rate constant:[1g,h,j]
KIEH ¼
kLEH
kHEH
 g
LE
gHE
ð2Þ
Accordingly, the segment isotope effects were calculated
by evaluating the recrossing transmission coefficients of light
and heavy EcDHFR, NT-EcDHFR, and CT-EcDHFR from
278 to 318 K (Figure 1, Tables S6 and S7). Computational
segmental KIEH values were estimated from Eq. (2) and
follow the same trend as the experimental values obtained
under pre-steady-state conditions (Figure 2). Isotope labeling
of the C-terminal fragment caused a greater difference in the
recrossing coefficients and consequently a larger isotope
effect at high temperature, whereas contributions from the N-
terminal fragment were small. However, theoretical estima-
tions always yield a normal enzyme KIEH, whereas the
experimental values show an inverse effect at temperatures
below 20 8C. It may be that heavy-isotope substitution also
modifies the zero-point energies of protein vibrational modes
in the reactant state and transition state differently, altering
the value of DGQCact T; xð Þ. This could result in a tighter
interaction of the isotopically labeled enzyme with the
transition state and a slightly higher reactivity at lower
temperature. A previous study of pentaerythritol tetranitrate
reductase also showed that the heavy enzyme is more reactive
under certain conditions.[1c] However, effects on zero-point
energies are not directly related to dynamic coupling, and
thus our approximation for the protein isotope labeling effect
remains valid within the TST model with dynamic correc-
tions.[1h]
Residues implicated in a proposed “hydride-transfer-
driving” dynamic network are located mainly in the M20
loop (residues 9–23), and interact with residues dispersed
throughout the enzyme (e.g., Met43, Thr113, and
Asp122).[4g–l] If motions of this network couple to the reaction
coordinate, then a measureable KIEH
NT would be expected.
However, dynamic coupling to the chemical step at pH 7.0
does not involve the first 28 amino acids of EcDHFR, even
though this region shows the largest thermal motions; it
originates exclusively from the C-terminal region. The move-
ments involving the M20 loop therefore generate a reaction-
ready active-site configuration, from which hydride transfer
can take place,[1f,h, 5b,6] but do not significantly couple to the
reaction coordinate. This is the first line of experimental
evidence that clearly shows the region of EcDHFR that is
coupled to the hydride transfer event. Instead of “promoting
motions”, the observed dynamic effects are likely due to
“residual” motions caused by an incomplete electrostatic
preorganization of the enzyme, which must bind theMichaelis
complex and reorganize to reach the transition state. The
enzymatic reorganization therefore results from the unavoid-
able balance between catalysis and substrate binding. Accord-
ingly, dynamic effects are tied to the efficiency of electrostatic
preorganization, which acts to maintain a low reorganization
energy in enzyme chemistry.
Measurement of the segment isotope effect is a practical
method to investigate dynamic effects on enzyme catalysis
with spatial resolution. It can identify regions of an enzyme
that couple to the reaction coordinate and can distinguish
regions of the enzyme involved in millisecond conformational
motions from those whose fast dynamics couple to barrier
crossing. Millisecond conformational motions of the M20
loop play a crucial role in the physical step of product release,
whereas fast vibrations from the C-terminal segment affect
the chemical step itself. When complemented with computa-
tional studies,[3–,4c,g,m,o,14]measurements of the segment isotope
effect provide insights that are not easily obtained with other
methods. This may help design inhibitors of motions crucial
for the catalytic cycle. Most importantly, the current study
demonstrates the applicability of segment isotope labeling to
studies of a wide variety of protein models in the field of
protein dynamics and beyond.
Keywords: chemical ligation · enzyme catalysis ·
isotope effects · microscopic mechanisms · protein dynamics
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